We are very appreciative of many who not only provided their time to make observations of diamonds, but discussed with us the many issues related to our project.

Diamond manufacturers, brokers, and corporate buyers that we visited in New York were: Alexander Hasenfeld, Hertz Hasenfeld and Nathan Gluck of Hasenfeld-Stein, Inc.; Ali Khazaneh of Rima Investors Corp.; Eli Haas of ENH International, Inc.; George Salorio of Ishaia Trading Corp.; David Kirschenbaum of M. Kirschenbaum Trading, Inc.; Eric Austein and Michael Steinmetz of Leo Schachter & Co.; Jerry Menkin of Michael Menkin, Inc.; John Humbert Jr. of By the Carat; Linda N. Salkin of E. Schreiber, Inc.; Martin Georgiadis and Tom Callahan of Caladis Ltd.; Mates Witrail; Moshe Goldman of Julius Klein Diamonds, Inc.; Renee Callahan of William Goldberg Diamond Corp.; Rick Shatz and Fishel Beigel of Rick Shatz, Inc.; and Sheldon Kwiat of Kwiat Diamond. In Antwerp we visited with Emile Atlass of Diamond Concept; Francis Lappen and Frank Bisterveld of Rosy Blue; Hans Vroomen, Sylvain Lubelski, and Stefaan Celis of Overseas Diamonds; Hugo Pira of OKE Diamonds; Isaac Mostovicz of Muller & Sons; Johan D’Haene of Kuwayama Europe; Kah Tian Ng and Christopher Bull of Backes & Strauss; Louis Obbels of Antwerp United Diamonds; Marc Paeshuys of Kuwayama Europe; Mark Dom of Arslanian CW; Maurice Slap of Antwerp United Diamonds; Pol Van Der Steen and Jean Chandesais of Diamond; Wolf Ollech of Diamantslijperij Ollech. In San Diego, we visited with Diamond broker Elan Nachassi of House of Diamonds. We also benefited greatly from discussions with or comments from William Goldberg, Gabi Tolkowsky, Martin Rapaport, and George Kaplan.


The following individuals shared observations with us at one or both Tucson trade shows (2002 and 2003): Allen and Amber Smith, Amy M. Curran, Amy Johnson, Ann-Marie Walker, Ann Smith, Anne M. and Bill Blumer, Barbara Ringhiser, Barry Hartman, Berj Kouyoumjian, Bev Hori, Bill Scherlag, Bill and Kathy Sustachek, Brenda Reichel, Charles and Georgiann Beaudet, Chuck